
Music, Jewelry & Art play an important part of
Creative lives!

Microphone Diamond Necklace Souvenir for your

music tour

Its a cult of people who really dig these

things. These people seem to be the most

happy people and it shows!

AUSTIN, TEXAS, USA, August 11, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Many of us have

addictions. Some have vices. But the

good addictions that one has decide if

they are truly a happy person or not.

Being happy comes to those

automatically when they have that

extra time in the day to do what they

love. 

Musicians love their music and music

from other musicians. They spend their

time listening to all kinds of genres.

They dig some and dislike some but at

the end of the day they are motivated

to ensemble new sounds and voices

influenced by what they have heard

and played in the past. Here is an

interesting article by Eric Alper at thatericalper.com about what musicians should spend their

money and time on.  Spending money on Jewelry or Art would also be directly rewarding for a

musician. So it shows how these three go hand in hand.  Like buying a diamond necklace that

signifies a reward for a music tour that he/she completed creates a sense of reward and a

souvenir a memory to keep forever. 

Similarly for jewelers or designers of jewelry, music and art are very important distractions and

rewards in life. They will symbolize a small achievement and create a sense of satisfaction for a

lifetime. This is can be quite a soothing gift or reward for jewelers or creators of fashion

statement pieces or apparel.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.thatericalper.com/2022/07/21/what-you-should-spend-your-money-on-as-a-musician/
https://www.thatericalper.com/2022/07/21/what-you-should-spend-your-money-on-as-a-musician/
https://www.glitzdesign.us/collections/music
https://www.glitzdesign.us/collections/music


Teardrop Style Artistic Diamond Necklace for

inspiration

Ocean Wave Inspired Diamond Engagement Rings by

Glitz Design

For Artists appreciating all kinds of

creation is a happy experience. It

generates inspiration and motivation

for their next piece of work. It could be

a painting a mural or even a sculpture.

So similar to a jeweler and to a

musician. Are these traits common to

only a select few people, something to

discover as you interact with such

professionals or even amateurs you

will notice and agree. Happy people

will tell you a story you can learn from

if you are patient enough to listen. At

Glitz Design we are all about happy

jewelry, jewelry designed for you an

Artist a Musician or even a jeweler.
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